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Now comes the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission and responds to the 

Comments of Illinois Bell Telephone Company (SBC Illinois) (“SBC Illinois”) filed in the 

above case. 

(1) SBC Illinois has made a similar Comment in Ill.C.C. Docket 03-0262 

(Negotiated Agreement between SBC Illinois and Comcast Phone of Illinois, Inc.).  

However, at the June 18th hearing in that Docket, SBC Illinois agreed that the 

Negotiated Agreement therein could be approved as filed without issuance of any ruling 

by the Commission related to SBC Illinois’ Comments.  Staff is unaware of any  

difference between Ill.C.C. Docket 03-0262 and this cause related to SBC Illinois’ 

Comments, which would require a different result herein. 

(2) There are dual processes under which interconnection agreements are 

reached between ILECs and CLECs under 47 USC 252.  Interconnection agreements 

are created either through voluntary negotiations or through compulsory arbitration 

subsequent to the filing of a petition with state commission.  Under either process and at 

all times, the ILEC is under a duty to negotiate in good faith. 



(a) In any voluntary negotiated agreement, during the negotiation period, either 

party may seek mediation of any differences between the parties.  47 USC 252(a).  

Arbitration of unresolved issues can only be sought during a 25-day period, which 

begins in the fifth month from the request.  47 USC 252(b)   Arbitrations must be 

concluded in a 3-  to 4-month period. 

(b) However, if an agreement is reached which is completely voluntary between 

the ILEC and the CLEC, the only process is to file that agreement with the applicable 

state commission.  47 USC 252 (e) (1).  The agreement is deemed approved after 90 

days of submission.  47 USC 252 (e) (4).   A state commission may only reject a 

negotiated agreement (or any portion thereof) if it finds that – (i) the “agreement (or any 

portion thereof)  discriminates against a telecommunications carrier not a party to the 

agreement; or (ii) the implementation of such agreement or portion is not consistent with 

the public interest, convenience, and necessity…” 

(3) The Commission in reviewing negotiated agreements is not given free-ranging 

authority under 47 USC 252.  In several cases, Staff has been forced to oppose 

negotiated agreements containing readily apparent typographical or editorial errors in 

the agreement that literally rendered the agreement against the public interest, because 

the Commission has no power of amendment of the agreement. Verified Statement of 

Christopher L. Graves of January 10, 2002,  Ill.C.C. Docket No. 01-0789, pp.4-5, and 

Verified Statement of Qin Liu of January 15, 2002, Ill.C.C. Docket Nos. 01-0802 & 01-

0803, pp. 4-6. 



(4) SBC Illinois’ Comments are insufficient to allow SBC Illinois, one of the Joint 

Petitioners, to raise its contentions  within the process to approve a Negotiated 

Agreement under 47 USC 252. 

(a) Both Joint Petitioners seek approval of the negotiated agreement as filed with 

the Commission.  SBC Illinois has not filed any pleading in this docket that alters the 

request in the Joint Petition, under which this cause is being heard. 

(b) Staff has filed a Verified Statement recommending approval of the underlying 

negotiated agreement.  Staff’s Verified Statement has been admitted into the record 

evidence. 

(c) Staff asserts that SBC Illinois cannot plead for approval and then suggest in 

its Comments (p.4) that the Commission can either approve or reject, since that is 

inconsistent with its only pleading.  There is no party herein properly seeking rejection of 

the negotiated agreement as filed. 

(5) What the Commission has before it is an attempt to raise a legal issue and 

receive a mediation or arbitration decision or, perhaps, a declaratory ruling in a manner 

not contemplated by the strict federal scheme of 47 USC 252. 

(6) SBC Illinois has the same Performance Measurement Appendix in a number 

of existing interconnection agreements.  Although SBC Illinois has pled its legal 

construction in its Comments, it is not clear to Staff that every CLEC currently under this 

Appendix necessarily agrees with SBC Illinois’ claims.  It would be highly inappropriate 

to render a ruling on the issue, thereby prejudging a dispute which may come before the 

Commission. 



(7) SBC Illinois notes two Verified Statements filed by Commission Staff in other 

cases, which challenged the use of certain terms within those agreements.  SBC Illinois 

fails to note that in each case Staff sought rejection of the agreements, at least in part, 

as being contrary to the public interest, convenience and necessity.  See Verified 

Statement Of Christopher L. Graves, last page , Ill.C.C. Docket No. 01-0790, 

“For the reasons enumerated above, I recommend that the Commission 
approve this first amendment to the Ameritech-GLOBAL agreement, 
pursuant to Section 252(e) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, 
except for Paragraph 1.3 of Section 9.2.4, which should be rejected.” 
 

and Verified Statement Of Qin Liu, last page, Ill.C.C. Docket Nos. 01-0802 & 01-0803, 
 

“For the reasons enumerated above, I must recommend that, pursuant to 
Section 252(e) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, the Commission 
reject this agreement unless and until the parties resubmit the negotiated 
agreement, which has corrected the errors or oversights as noted above, 
for Commission approval.” 
 
(8) SBC Illinois further fails to note that in each of the aforementioned dockets the 

parties amended the underlying agreements, thereby removing any dispute.  See 

Concurrence of Commission Staff, filed January 25, 2002, in Ill.C.C. Docket No. 01-

0790 and Concurrence and Amendment of Position of Commission Staff, filed February 

8, 2002, in Ill.C.C. Docket Nos. 01-0802 & 01-0803.  Ultimately, in Ill.C.C. Docket Nos. 

01-0790, 01-0802 & 01-0803, the Commission had no contested issues upon which to 

decide whether to approve or reject the underlying negotiated agreements. 

(9) In essence, the dockets cited by SBC Illinois are like pending Ill.C.C. Docket 

Nos. 03-0251, 03-0284, 03-0296, 03-0297, and 03-0345 wherein the CLECs have 

agreed to replace the Remedy Plan Appendix within their agreements with the Section 

271 Plan.  The fact that other CLECs choose to replace their negotiated remedy plans 



with the Section 271 Plan does not block the approval of the present negotiated 

agreement as requested by SBC Illinois and Easton Telecom Services, LLC.   

(10) Staff has no intent to argue SBC Illinois’ improperly brought legal arguments.  

Perhaps, ultimately, there will be no dispute.   

(11) One of the more peculiar aspects of the way SBC Illinois has attempted to 

raise issues in these cause is this.  If SBC Illinois is right in its contentions, it is not 

harmed by the approval, without agency declaration, of the underlying negotiated 

agreement.  SBC Illinois could face adverse consequences only if its legal position is 

wrong or if it has otherwise acted improperly.  Again the federal scheme of 47 USC 252 

does not contemplate the issuance of such insurance to a single Joint Petitioner, who is 

one of the parties seeking approval of a negotiated agreement.  

 WHEREFORE the Staff asks that the Comments of SBC Illinois be ignored as 

inappropriate and that, instead, the underlying negotiated agreement be approved as 

submitted by the Joint Petitioners.  
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